What is iRace?
The Independent Race Series (iRace) is an Australian motor racing series dedicated to providing fun,
affordable motor racing. We promote mate-against-mate racing, and offer a diverse group of
competitors and racecars the chance to race at some of Australiaʼs favourite circuits.

We care about safety.
We strive hard to make our racing as
safe as possible. Our marshalls and
officials have excellent training, and
safety is their number one priority. Our
regulations focus on ensuring that
racecars are as safe as possible, and
we conduct regular checks for
compliance.

We care about driver development.
Often racing can become a procession.
Not in our series. We employ a variety
of different race formats (handicap,
reverse grid, rolling starts) to ensure
that drivers in our series learn as much
about racecraft as possible, and
practice a variety of techniques that
give them a headstart over other drivers.

We care about affordability.
Racing costs money. But with the right
strategy, the amount of money can be
kept to a minimum. Our series has
evolved to offer the lowest cost
possible. Weʼve thought outside the
box, and scheduled some of our events
on a Friday. All in the interests of
keeping our entry fees fixed at $395.

We care about each other.
Our series is all about mate-againstmate. We encourage hard racing, but
insist that drivers put themselves in
the other guys shoes, and treat their
fellow competitors the way they would
like to be treated. We also help each
other out if there is work to be done to
get a car back on track.

We care about diversity.
We have many different kinds of cars
and drivers in our series. There is a
place for all of them. We have
carefully designed our categories to
cater for as many different cars as
possible, and to offer something for
the casual racer, and for the driver
who has their sights set on the top.

We care about our supporters.
Our supporters help make our series
happen. We work hard to make sure
series, category and individual team
sponsors get as much exposure as
possible. Prosperity for our
supporters means prosperity for our
series. Whatʼs good for them is good
for us!

www.irace.net.au

